PREP & DIRECT A WITNESS

WHERE
Goodell, DeVries, Leech & Dann, LLP
1 South Street, Suite 2000,
Baltimore, MD 21202

WHEN
Friday, February 7, 2020
12:00 PM to 3:00 PM

TOPICS COVERED:
• How to decide on questions for your witness, based on what you need to prove;
• The level of witness preparation that is reasonable and ethical – both for client-witnesses, and non-client-witnesses;
• The mechanics of calling a witness to the stand;
• The scope and types of questions you can or should ask;
• Tips for supporting the credibility of your witness;
• The existence of risk in asking your witness about certain topics;
• Tips for very fast-paced situations, where you don’t have much time to prepare your witness;
• How to admit a document (or other item) through a witness.

The event has three components: 50 minutes of instruction; 50 minutes of role playing or hypotheticals; and 50 minutes of open, general litigation questions.

REGISTER ONLINE:
PROBONOMD.ORG/LITIGATION-MENTORING

This training is open to attorneys who have already accepted a pro bono commitment through a PBRC training (even if you have not yet fulfilled the commitment) within the past 12 months OR who commit to answer at least three legal questions for low-income Marylanders, using the Maryland.FreeLegalAnswers.org website. (Instructions will be provided.)

Questions? Contact Kiah Pierre at kpierre@probonomd.org